IT WAS VERIZON, WITH
THE FIBER CABLE,
UNDER THE ATLANTIC
Egads. Nate is right. The SZ report is old —
from August. Folks were chatting about it, I
think, in conjunction with the new attention on
the 12333 collection overseas, which is why I
pointed to it. Thanks for pointing it out.
Remember when former Verizon COO John
Stratton accused the Internet companies of
“grandstanding” for objecting to having their
data stolen?
In a media briefing in Tokyo, Stratton,
the former chief operating officer of
Verizon Wireless, said the company is
“compelled” to abide by the law in each
country that it operates in, and accused
companies such as Microsoft, Google, and
Yahoo of playing up to their customers’
indignation at the information contained
in the continuing Snowden leak saga.
Stratton said that he appreciated that
“consumer-centric IT firms” such as
Yahoo, Google, Microsoft needed to
“grandstand a bit, and wave their arms
and protest loudly so as not to offend
the sensibility of their customers.”
“This is a more important issue than
that which is generated in a press
release. This is a matter of national
security.”
Stratton said the larger issue that
failed to be addressed in the actions of
the companies is of keeping security and
liberty in balance.
“There is another question that needs to
be kept in the balance, which is a
question of civil liberty and the rights
of the individual citizen in the context

of that broader set of protections that
the government seeks to create in its
society.”

Grandstand this, baby:
On Friday Germany’s Süddeutsche
newspaper published the most highly
sensitive aspect of this operation – the
names of the commercial companies
working secretly with GCHQ, and giving
the agency access to their customers’
private communications. The paper said
it had seen a copy of an internal GCHQ
powerpoint presentation from 2009
discussing Tempora.
The document identified for the first
time which telecoms companies are
working with GCHQ’s “special source”
team. It gives top secret codenames for
each firm, with BT (“Remedy”), Verizon
Business (“Dacron”), and Vodafone Cable
(“Gerontic”). The other firms include
Global Crossing (“Pinnage”), Level 3
(“Little”), Viatel (“Vitreous”) and
Interoute (“Streetcar”). The companies
refused to comment on any specifics
relating to Tempora, but several noted
they were obliged to comply with UK and
EU law.

Not that we didn’t already know this. Mostly,
I’m just surprised AT&T is not included in this
list.

